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The Add Health Data. The National Longitudinal Study of Ado-

lescent Health (1) (Add Health) is a study that, among other
topics, explores the causes of health-related behavior of adolescents in grades 7 through 12 and their outcomes in young
adulthood. Three waves of the Add Health study have been
completed: Wave I was conducted in 1994–1995, Wave II in
1996, and Wave III in 2001–2002.
In Wave I of the Add Health study, researchers collected an
‘‘in-school’’ sample of 90,118 adolescents chosen from a nationally-representative sample of 142 schools. These students filled
out questionnaires about their friends, choosing up to 5 male and
5 female friends who were later identified from school-wide
rosters to generate information about each school’s complete
social network. We use these nominations to measure the
in-degree (the number of times an individual is named as a friend
by other individuals) and out-degree (the number of individuals
each person names as a friend) of each subject. The in-degree is
virtually unrestricted (the theoretical maximum is N ⫺ 1, the
total number of other people in the network) but the out-degree
is restricted to a maximum of 10 due to the name generator used
by Add Health. Fortunately, most subjects (90.0%) named fewer
than the maximum, and there is substantial variation in the total
number of friends named by each person (mean ⫽ 3.8, standard
deviation ⫽ 3.7).
We also measure transitivity as the empirical probability that
any one of an individual’s friends names or is named by a friend
by any of that individual’s other friends. This is just the total
number of triangles of ties divided by the total possible number
of triangles for each individual.
Finally, we measure betweenness centrality which identifies
the extent to which an individual in the network is critical for
passing support or information from one individual to another.
If we let ik represent the number of shortest paths from subject
i to subject k, and ijk represent the number of shortest paths
from subject i to subject k that pass through subject j, then the
betweenness measure x for subject j is
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Note that for the purpose of measuring transitivity and
betweenness centrality, we assume all directed ties are undirected, so that a tie in either direction becomes a mutual tie. For
example, we consider the case where A names B, B names C, and
C names A to be transitive. Likewise, if A names B, A names C,
and B names C, we consider the relationships to be transitive for
all three individuals.
The Add Health team created a genetically informative sample of sibling pairs, including all adolescents that were identified
as twin pairs, half-siblings, or unrelated siblings raised together.
Twins and half biological siblings were sampled with certainty.
The Wave I sibling-pairs sample has been found to be similar in
demographic composition to the full Add Health sample (2).
The Twin Study Method. To estimate the heritability of egocentric

social network attributes, we study the patterns of same-sex
(identical) monozygotic (MZ) twins who were conceived from a
single fertilized egg and same-sex (non-identical) dizygotic (DZ)
twins who were conceived from two separate eggs. MZ twins
share 100% of their segregating genes, while DZ twins share only
50% on average. Thus, if network attributes are heritable, MZ
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twins should exhibit more similarity than DZ twins. Moreover,
if it is assumed that MZ twins and DZ twins share comparable
environments, then we can use these concordances to estimate
explicitly the proportion of the overall variance attributed to
genetic, shared environmental, and unshared environmental
factors. Very few differences have been found between twins and
non-twins, therefore we expect the results for twins to be
generalizable to a non-twin population (3).
Some scholars have objected to the assumption that MZ and
DZ environments are comparable, arguing that the identical
nature of MZ twins cause them to be more strongly affiliated and
more influenced by one another than their non-identical DZ
counterparts. If so, then greater concordance in MZ twins might
merely reflect the fact that their shared environments cause
them to become more similar than DZ twins. However, studies
of twins raised together have been validated by studies of twins
reared apart (4), suggesting that the shared environment does
not exert enhanced influence on MZ twins. More recently,
Visscher et al. use the small variance in percentage of shared
genes among DZ twins to estimate heritability without using any
MZ twins, and they are able to replicate findings from studies of
MZ and DZ twins reared together (5). Moreover, personality
and cognitive differences between MZ and DZ twins persist
even among twins whose zygosity has been miscategorized by
their parents (6), indicating that being mistakenly treated as an
identical twin by one’s parents is not sufficient to generate the
difference in concordance. And, although MZ twins are sometimes in more frequent contact with each other than DZ twins,
it appears that twin similarity (e.g., in attitudes and personality)
may cause greater contact rather than vice versa (7). Finally,
contrary to the expectation that the influence of the unshared
environment would tend to decrease concordance over time,
once twins reach adulthood, MZ twins living apart tend to
become more similar with age (6).
The Add Health data has been used in a wide variety of twin
studies (8). As a result, there have been several analyses of the
comparable environments assumption for MZ and DZ twins.
One of these studies reported that the environments were not
comparable (9), but other scholars have pointed to serious
deficiencies in this work that negated its conclusions (10). For
example, Horwitz et al. (9) showed that including observed social
variables in a twin model causes the P value on the genetic
component for males trying alcohol to change from being just
below 0.05 to just above it. Freese and Powell (10) note that this
is unsurprising since adding variables to a regression can have a
substantial effect on efficiency. Even worse, they point out that
Horwitz et al. (9) do not acknowledge that their own fit statistics
indicate the models with and without social variables are statistically indistinguishable, suggesting that the model with additional variables should be rejected.
The twin study design has been used frequently to identify the
relative degree to which genetic and environmental factors influence an observed outcome (11–12). The basic twin model assumes
that the variance in observed behavior can be partitioned into
additive genetic factors (A), and environmental factors which are
shared or common to co-twins (C), and unshared environmental
(E). This is the so-called ACE model. The role of genotype and
environment are not measured directly but their influence is
inferred through their effects on the covariances between twin
siblings (12). No observed covariates are needed in the model
because the degree to which they contribute to variance is a part of
one of three variance components (A, C, and E). More formally,
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these components are derived from known relationships between
three observed statistics (11):
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In this equation, P2 is the observed phenotypic variance (the
same for monozygotic and dizygotic twins); COVMZ and COVDZ
are the observed covariances between monozygotic twins who
share all their genes and dizygotic twins who share only half on
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average; and A
, C
, and E
are the variance components for
genes, common environment, and unshared environment, respectively. This is a system of three equations and three unknowns so it is identified:
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Heritability, or the proportion of the variance explained by
2
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2
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genetic factors, can be estimated as A
/(A
⫹ C
⫹ E
). We use
the software package MX to estimate this structural equations
model (13). Table S1 shows the complete results for each of the
social network measures of interest.
Since the variance components are not directly observable, the
ACE model’s assumption of additivity cannot be tested and more
complicated relationships are possible. For example, it is possible that genes interact with the environment (GxE) or with other
genes (GxG) to yield variation in behavior, or at a higher level,
phenotypes interact with the environment (PxE) (13). We limit
our analysis to the ACE model but point out that if a strong effect
for genes is found in the additive model, then genes are also likely
to play a role in more complex specifications as well.
Finally, it is important to clarify the difference between the
common environment (C) and the unshared environment (E) in the
twin model. Common environment includes the family environment in which both twins were raised, as well as any other factor to
which both twins were equally exposed. In contrast, the unshared
environment includes idiosyncratic influences that are experienced
individually. It is possible to have unshared environmental exposure
as a child (e.g., twins may have different friends with different
beliefs) and to have shared environments as an adult (e.g., twins
may share the same friend). Thus, the distinction between common
and unshared environment does not correspond directly to familynonfamily or adult-child differences in factors that influence a given
behavior. Moreover, there may be a similarity in the objective
environment but twins may have idiosyncratic experiences that
influence their effective environment, and these idiosyncratic experiences may create an unshared rather than a common environmental influence on variation in the phenotype (13).
Methods for Generating Networks from Extant Models. Erdos–Renyi.

We assume there are N nodes and E edges. The probability of
a social tie from i to j is E/(N(N ⫺ 1)) (14).
Fitness. We assume there are N nodes and E edges. A node i is
drawn at random and added at each integer time t, each with a
fitness hi ⬃ Uniform[0,1]. The probability the new node i
attaches to any existing node j is
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where dj is the degree of node j at the time i is added to the
network (15). Note we do not treat t in this model as an intrinsic
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characteristic. This means that when we implement the mirror
network method, we do not force each twin in a pair to enter the
network at the same time t.
Social Space. We assume there are N nodes and E edges. Each
node is placed in a one dimensional social space on the unit
interval with uniformly distributed probability. The locations hi
of node i and hj of node j determine the probability of a mutual
social tie between them that equals 1/(1 ⫹ (兩hi ⫺ hj兩/␤)␣). The
parameters ␣ ⫽ 1.45 and ␤ ⫽ 0.00115 were chosen to generate
the empirically observed mean degree (E/N) and transitivity
(16).
ERGM. we assume there are N nodes and E edges. We assume a

node characteristic hi ⬃ Uniform[0,1] is correlated with indegree, and we assume the number of transitive triplets is the
number observed in the network. Using the ergm function in
the STATNET package (17), we constrain the model to have the
observed number of nodes and edges and we choose coefficients
for the in-degree characteristic and for the generation of transitive triplets that matches the observed transitivity and heritability of in-degree as closely as possible to the observed transitivity and heritability in the Add Health networks (in our
optimization, we find that a coefficient of 2.5 for the in-degree
and 2.7 for the transitive triplets performs best). We then
simulate networks from this model, keeping the distribution of
node characteristics fixed across all simulated networks (18).
For additional details on how these models were implemented
and specific results, see SI Appendix.
Fingerprint Procedure for Assessing the Probability of a Given Distribution of 3-Motifs and 4-Motifs. The structure of social networks

can be characterized by the distribution of k-motifs, or isomorphic combinations of ties between all sets of k nodes (19–22). In
a directed network, there are 16 possible combinations of social
ties among 3 nodes and 218 possible combinations of social ties
among 4 nodes. Several procedures have been proposed for
identifying significant motifs (19–22), but our goal here is to use
the motifs to determine which proposed model is most likely to
generate a network like the one observed. To do this, we
simulate 100 networks from each proposed model using the
empirical distribution of nodes and edges in each of the largest
100 Add Health networks (we restrict attention to the largest 100
networks to minimize noise that results from an inadequate
number of observations in the smaller networks). We then count
the total number of motifs of each type in each network and
divide by the total number of motifs in that network to generate
the empirical probability that k nodes form any given motif (the
motif ‘‘fingerprint’’ of the network). For each motif, we calculate
the mean () and variance (2) of the motif probability across all
100 simulated networks. We then use the mean and variance to
estimate the ␣ and ␤ parameters of one dimension of a multivariate beta density that characterizes the distribution of motif
probabilities: ␣ ⫽ 2(1 ⫺ )/2 ⫺ ; ␤ ⫽ (1 ⫺ )2/2 ⫺ (1 ⫺
). The likelihood of observing a given motif probability can
then be estimated from the value of a beta distribution with
parameters ␣ and ␤ at the point of the observed motif probability. The likelihood of observing a full set of motifs is the
product of the likelihoods for each possible motif.
It is important to note that we make a strong assumption with
this method that the observed motif probabilities are independent of one another. However, the procedure shows excellent
discriminatory power despite this strong assumption. We simulated 100 networks from each of the proposed models and used
the fingerprint likelihood method we have described to test
whether the procedure assigned the highest likelihood to the
model that generated the simulated network. Fig. S1 shows the
results. The label at the left indicates which model was used to
generate the simulated networks, Fig. S1 Right shows the like2 of 6

lihoods for the 3-motif fingerprint and shows the likelihoods for
the 4-motif fingerprint. For ease of exposition, we show adjusted
likelihoods ⫺log(c ⫺ LL), where c is a constant across all
networks and models and LL is the log likelihood of generating
an observed network. Each point in the figure represents the
adjusted likelihood that a proposed model generated the simulated network.
In all 100 cases for each observed network and for each motif

structure, the model with the highest likelihood was the one that
generated the data. We also show the likelihood generated by the
set of 100 observed networks as well for comparison. We
repeated this exercise 10 times (only 1 repetition shown), generating 10 repetitions ⫻ 2 fingerprints ⫻ 100 networks ⫻ 5
models ⫽ 10,000 tests of the procedure, and successfully identified the model that generated the network model in all 10,000
cases.
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Fig. S1.
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Fit of each model to simulated networks.
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Fig. S1 (continued).
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Table S1. ACE model estimates from the Add health data
Proportion of Variance Explained by
Model

Genetic Factors

Common Environment

Unshared Environment

Model fit (⫺2LL)

In-degree
Transitivity
Betweenness centrality
Out-degree
Out-degree, dropping those who
name 10 friends

0.46 (0.23, 0.69)
0.47 (0.13, 0.65)
0.29 (0.05, 0.39)
0.22 (0.00, 0.47)
0.00 (0.00, 0.39)

0.21 (0.00, 0.40)
0.09 (0.00, 0.36)
0.00 (0.00, 0.19)
0.16 (0.00, 0.40)
0.44 (0.09, 0.52)

0.34 (0.28, 0.40)
0.44 (0.35, 0.56)
0.71 (0.61, 0.81)
0.63 (0.53, 0.75)
0.56 (0.46, 0.67)

2,386.11
2,033.91
2,489.30
2,284.09
1,996.58

Note. 95% confidence intervals indicated in parentheses beneath each estimate. First four models based on 307 monozygotic and 248 dizygotic same-sex twin
pairs. The last model drops subjects who named the maximum 10 possible friends, yielding 256 monozygotic and 204 dizygotic same-sex twin pairs. Network
measures were transformed to have zero mean and unit variance within each school network to prevent differences between schools from influencing the results.
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